The latest news on Covid 19 Vaccine.
New CDC director says Covid vaccine won't be in every pharmacy by late
February
Elisha Fieldstadt - NBC
The new director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said Thursday
that the Covid-19 vaccine would not be widely available by late February as the
Trump administration previously said.
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The new administration is determined to meet the goal of 100 million Covid-19
vaccine doses in 100 days, Dr. Rochelle Walensky told Savannah Guthrie on NBC's
"TODAY" show.
But the shots won't be available for just anyone in pharmacies, like the flu vaccine is,
by late February, as former Department of Health and Human Services Secretary
Alex Azar told Guthrie last month.
"We are going to, as part of our plan, put the vaccine in pharmacies. Will it be in
every pharmacy in this country by that timeline? I don't think so," Walensky said.
"I don't think late February, we're going to have vaccine in every pharmacy in this
country."
"After 100 days, there are still a lot of Americans who need vaccine, so we have our
pedal to the metal to make sure that we can get as much vaccine out there," Walensky
said.
She said the work to meet the 100-day goal "had already begun" and the main points
of the plan are to make sure vaccine eligibility meets supply, that there are enough
vaccinators and that vaccine sites are "diverse so that we can get to all people."

Walensky, an infectious diseases specialist at Harvard Medical School and
Massachusetts General Hospital, was sworn in Wednesday when the U.S. reported
4,131 coronavirus-related deaths, setting a record for the most COVID-19 deaths
recorded in a single day.

US Surgeon General Jerome Adams asked to step down by Biden team
Veronica Stracqualursi - CNN
US Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams said Wednesday that he has been asked to
leave his role as the nation's top doctor by incoming President Joe Biden's team
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"I've been asked by the Biden team to step down as Surgeon General. Its been the
honor of my life to serve this Nation, and I will do all I can to ensure everyone has an
equal opportunity to achieve and maintain health," Adams tweeted.
The Washington Post had first reported Wednesday that Biden was expected to ask
for Adams' resignation and select an acting surgeon general while his permanent pick
for the role — Dr. Vivek Murthy — undergoes Senate confirmation.
The Biden administration has asked Adams to stay on as an adviser, Jeff Zients, the
coordinator of the White House's Covid-19 task force, told reporters. CNN has
reached out to the Department of Health and Human Services about whether he's
accepted.
Biden last month announced he will nominate Murthy as US surgeon general, a role
Murthy held for about two years under the Obama administration until he was asked
to resign by the Trump White House in 2017.

President Donald Trump's White House had requested Murthy resign with about two
years remaining in his standard four-year term, a dismissal some
Democrats criticized at the time as politicizing the position.
Trump then nominated Adams, an anesthesiologist who previously served as the
Indiana state health commissioner, to the job in 2017. Adams' four-year term was set
to expire in September.
Adams is one of several Trump officials involved in the President's Covid-19 task
force asked to step down as the Biden's team takes over the federal response to the
pandemic.
In a statement shared on Facebook Wednesday, Adams thanked his staff and
defended his time as one of Trump's most visible spokespeople in informing
Americans about the pandemic, sometimes contradicting the President.
"In the face of a once in a century pandemic, I sought to communicate the rapidly
evolving science on this deadly adversary, and arm people with the knowledge and
tools they needed to stay safe," he wrote.
"I wasn't always right -- because no one was, and this virus continues to humble all of
us -- but I was always sincere in my efforts to speak to every day Americans, and
address the terrible health inequities this virus exposed."
The Post also reported that in choosing an acting surgeon general, the Biden
administration will bypass Deputy Surgeon General Dr. Erica Schwartz, a rear
admiral who plans on retiring in light of being passed over. Schwartz did not respond
to the Post's request for comment. A top Trump administration official confirmed to
the Post that Schwartz is retiring.
If confirmed by the US Senate, Murthy would play a key role in the administration's
response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Murthy has been a top health adviser to Biden since the campaign. He was part of
Biden's public health advisory committee when the Covid-19 pandemic first hit the US
and has been serving as a co-chair of Biden's coronavirus advisory board during the
presidential transition.
The incoming Biden administration is hoping to move into a "new phase" of the
federal government's coronavirus response, including naming a new task
force and retiring the "Operation Warp Speed" moniker under Trump for the vaccine
effort.
Biden has picked Dr. David Kessler to be the chief scientific officer of the Covid
response, taking over for Moncef Slaoui, who has led the effort during the Trump
administration. Slaoui has agreed to stay on another month to "ensure a smooth
transition," a Biden transition official told CNN.
Biden has asked Dr. Anthony Fauci, the director of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, to also serve as his chief medical adviser on Covid-19.

CORRECTION: A previous version of this story misidentified Deputy Surgeon
General Erica Schwartz. She is a rear admiral with the US Public Health Service
(USPHS) Commissioned Corps.

'The brutal truth': Biden emphasizes science, unity in first briefing on
national plan to tackle COVID-19
Grace Hauck - USA TODAY
President Joe Biden stressed science and unity in his first briefing on the COVID-19
pandemic Thursday, giving Americans the "brutal truth" about the challenges the
nation faces before signing a series of executive orders aimed at combating the
pandemic.
"We're still in a dark winter of this pandemic. It's going to get worse before it gets
better. It's going to take many months to get where we need to be," he said, noting
deaths likely will top 500,000 next month. "Despite the best intentions, we're going to
face setbacks, which I will always explain to you. But I also know we can do this if we
come together."

Alex Brandon, AP President Joe Biden speaks about the coronavirus in the State
Dinning Room of the White House, Thursday, Jan. 21, 2021, in Washington.
Biden said he was directing the Federal Emergency Management Agency to start
setting up the first federally supported community vaccination centers, with a goal
of having 100 centers online within the next month.

He also said the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention will launch a federal
pharmacy program to make vaccines available to communities and local pharmacies,
starting "in very early February."
Biden said he was tasking the Department of Health and Human Services to expand
the pool of professionals who can administer the vaccine – the "vaccinators" – and
said he planned to ask Congress for more funds to grow the public health workforce.
"The brutal truth is, it’s going to make months before we can get the major of
American vaccinated, so while we increase vaccinations, we’re going to take steps
necessary now to slow the spread of disease now," he said.
Biden called on Americans to mask up, citing estimates that masking between now
and April could save more than 50,000 lives. He said people flying into the U.S. from
other countries will need to receive a coronavirus test before getting on a plane and
must quarantine upon arrival.
He said his administration planned to partner with state and local officials and
directed FEMA to establish a COVID-19 response liaison for each state.
Biden directed the Departments of Education and HHS to provide schools with clear
guidance and resources to reopen schools and childcare centers while calling for
more stringent worker safety standards.
"Every state will have a point person at the federal level to maximize cooperation
between the federal government and the states, and where it falls short to be made
known immediately," he said.
"This is the model we used to respond to Hurricane Sandy."
Biden continued to emphasize the importance of equity in vaccine access and
formalized his COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force Thursday.
Biden also signed a declaration reimbursing states for the use of National Guard
members in COVID-19 relief efforts.
He said his administration's coronavirus policies would be driven by science, not
politics.
"Above all, our plan is to restore public trust," Biden said.
"We will make sure scientists and public health experts will speak directly to you."
Biden didn't mince words with Americans, and called on the public to rise to the
challenge. "We're in a national emergency. It's time we treat it like one, together, with
a national plan as the United States of America," Biden said.
"There are moments in history when more is asked of a particular generation, more is
asked of us as Americans than other times. We are in that moment now."

‘Nobody is telling you what to say’: Fauci regains the spotlight under Biden
Sarah Owermohle - Politico
Anthony Fauci isn’t hiding his relief that he’s serving in a new administration.

Alex Brandon/AP Photo Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, listens during an event with President Joe Biden on
the coronavirus at the White House on Thursday.
One day into the Biden presidency, the longtime infectious disease expert and unlikely
celebrity of the Covid-19 response described it as “a refreshing experience.”
Fauci, who has served under seven presidents as head of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, was a frequent target of public criticism from
President Donald Trump, who accused him and other career scientists at public
health agencies of overstating the seriousness of the worsening pandemic and
hampering efforts to address it.
“It’s obviously a very different situation. It's complete transparency,” Fauci said in
an interview Thursday. “Nobody is telling you what to say, at all. They are just saying
go out there and let the data guide you on what you are saying.
A fixture at Trump’s White House press conferences during the early weeks of the
pandemic, Fauci soon found himself shunted to the side. Now he’s back in the
spotlight.
Now the scientist will be the first administration official to face the White House press
briefing room. There, on Thursday afternoon, he’s expected to reiterate the
president’s ambitious goal of vaccinating 100 million Americans during his first 100
days in office.

It’s already been a long first full day in the Biden administration for Fauci, who
addressed the World Health Organization at 4 a.m. Thursday, hours after the U.S.
rejoined the global group. He later met with top advisers on Biden’s pandemic
playbook.
Fauci has expressed confidence in on Biden’s ambitious vaccination goal despite
some tempering of expectations in recent days by other top officials.
Biden himself said last week that the administration would need to “move heaven
and earth” to hit the target. “This will be one of the most challenging operational
efforts we have ever undertaken as a nation,” the president said while laying out his
plan to reach vulnerable populations and boost administration sites.
And early Thursday morning, the newly installed director of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention said she did not think Covid-19 vaccines would be widely
available in pharmacies by early March, as top Trump officials had promised.
Biden officials admit that they have learned about Warp Speed hitches in real time,
including news last week that the federal reserves of Covid-19 vaccines are
exhausted.
A massive part of the national vaccination effort relies on vaccines still in the pipeline,
such as Johnson & Johnson’s single-dose shot and AstraZeneca’s cheaper two-dose
option, which are in final trials to prove they are safe and effective.
Fauci noted that the president is opening up new avenues for vaccination including
community health centers, additional pharmacies and mobile units for hard-to-reach
populations. Plus, Biden has promised to invoke the Defense Production Act to
eliminate bottlenecks in the supply of key equipment like syringes and needles, he
said.
“If you look at what General [Gustave] Perna, is telling us about what’s going to be
coming in in the next three months, I believe we are going to make that goal,” said
Fauci, referencing one of the leads on the national distribution effort, known in the
Trump era as Operation Warp Speed.
The scientist told POLITICO that he also sees his role as repairing some
international relations left in tatters after the Trump presidency.
“When you deal with a global pandemic, you have to have global connectivity,
cooperation, collaboration and solidarity. That was one of the first things that the
president wanted to make sure happened,” Fauci said.
His long relationship with World Health Organization Secretary-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus and involvement in the global HIV efforts led the Biden
administration to tap him as chief medical advisor, Fauci said. But he is far from
leaving his post as the director of the National Institutes of Health’s infectious disease
department.
“I was just the messenger of the president,” the health care veteran said. “I’ll just do
what I can do to make things better and get things on track.”

Pfizer Delay Compounds Canada’s Problems in Vaccine Campaign
Sandrine Rastello & Kait Bolongaro - Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- Canada came out No. 1 in the global race to secure vaccines against
Covid-19, pre-ordering enough shots to inoculate its 38 million people three times
over. You wouldn’t know it, though, from the pace of vaccinations.
Canada has administered about 684,000 doses, enough to give first shots to about
1.8% of the population, according to the Bloomberg Vaccine Tracker, though some
people have already received two. That compares with about 7.6% in the U.K. and
5.2% in the U.S. Israel, leading all nations, has administered enough vaccine to give
first shots to nearly a third of its population.
Health officials in Ottawa tried to reassure the public Thursday that the situation will
improve in the spring. They released projections that 13 million people could be
vaccinated by the end of June and 36 million by the end of September -- even if no
additional shots are approved.

Bloomberg Canada's Vaccine Rollout Hits Snags Despite Huge Orders
A closed immunization clinic at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.
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Canada’s campaign hit another roadblock last week, when Pfizer Inc. said it would
temporarily reduce deliveries outside the U.S. as it renovates a factory in Belgium to
boost capacity. Canada won’t receive any shipment from the pharmaceutical giant
next week.
“Pfizer’s global supply issues are not ideal, but that’s why we were so ambitious in
the large number of contracts we signed and doses we secured,” Prime Minister

Justin Trudeau told reporters this week. Canada has ordered 40 million doses from
Pfizer, amounting to less than 20% of the country’s commitments.
The delay is a blow to Canada, where a resurgence of the virus since October has
pushed hospitals closer to capacity, prompting provinces to impose new restrictions,
including a curfew in Quebec. While Canada is hardly alone in its struggle to roll out
the vaccine, the subdued start and the Pfizer hurdle have increased tensions between
Trudeau and the provinces, and emboldened his critics.
“Canada is a proud, strong G7 nation,” Erin O’Toole, leader of the opposition
Conservative Party, said in written statement Tuesday.
“We cannot accept this kind of failure -- not with so much at stake.”
Canada’s vaccination ratio ranks 14th worldwide on the Vaccine Tracker, behind
Ireland and Iceland and ahead of Austria, Romania and Germany. The U.S. is fifth;
the contrast between the North American neighbors was highlighted in
news reports showing Canadian snowbirds happily getting shots in Florida.
Wrong Address
Even though Canada has secured more vaccines per capita than any other nation, “it
doesn’t mean much” when the bulk is not yet being delivered, said Jean-Paul Soucy,
an epidemiologist at the University of Toronto. So far only products produced by
Pfizer and Moderna Inc. are authorized for use in Canada, which doubled its Pfizer
order from 20 million doses last week.
Federal and provincial officials have attributed the slow pace, in part, to Canada’s
expansive geography and the industrial freezer storage required for Pfizer’s vaccine,
which made it difficult to cover remote areas in the world’s second-largest country by
land mass.
The country’s decentralized health care system, which leaves it to each province to
organize its own vaccination campaign with shots procured by the federal
government, has made the rollout uneven.
Manitoba, for example, confused some people by sending the wrong address for a
vaccination center, CTV News reported. Some provinces set aside shots for second
doses to complete individuals’ inoculations, while others used up all their stock to
give first shots to as many people as possible.
Ontario, the largest province with 14.7 million people, closed vaccination clinics over
the December holidays because of low staffing. It was also slow to get vaccines into
long-term care facilities, where thousands of elderly people died in the spring, Soucy
said.
“Certainly, we’re behind peer nations in a lot of what we’re doing,” he said.
Canadian authorities said Pfizer will ramp up shipping and meet a target of 4 million
doses by the end of March. But the disruption of deliveries forced provinces to change
plans, lower their targets and cancel some appointments.

”It’s troubling, it’s a massive concern,” Ontario Premier Doug Ford said at a news
conference this week, referring to the Pfizer delay.
“My message to the federal government is that nothing else matters right now. Every
day we’re giving out less vaccine than we have the capacity to administer is a day we
lose.”

Coronavirus: Joe Biden signs executive actions aimed at ending pandemic
Daniel Strauss in Washington, Joanna Walters in New York and agencies
Joe Biden signed another set of executive actions on Thursday, his first full day in the
White House, aimed at making good on his plans to utilize the might of the federal
government to end the coronavirus pandemic.
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His administration plans a coordinated federal coronavirus response aimed at
restoring trust in the government and focused on boosting vaccines, increasing testing,
reopening schools and addressing inequalities thrown up by the disease.
“We can and will beat Covid-19. America deserves a response to the Covid-19
pandemic that is driven by science, data and public health – not politics,” the White
House said in a statement outlining the administration’s national strategy on
Covid-19 response and pandemic preparedness.
The administration’s new strategy is based around seven major goals: restoring
public trust in government efforts, getting more vaccine doses into more arms,
mitigating the spread – including mask mandates – emergency economic relief, a

strategy to get schools and workers functioning again, establishing an equity task
force to address disparities in suffering involving issues of race, ethnicity and
geography, and preparing for future threats.
Biden has pledged to vaccinate 100 million people in 100 days and reverse the impact
of a year of mismanaged response under Donald Trump that saw more than 400,000
people die and more than 24 million infected – by far the worst rates in the world.
More than 4,200 people died of coronavirus in the US on Wednesday, the second
highest daily total of an outbreak that had its first confirmed case exactly a year ago.
But his executive orders go far beyond just boosting vaccination efforts.
On Thursday, Biden announced increased travel restrictions for global flyers.
“In light of the new Covid-19 variants,” he said, international travelers flying to the
US “will need to test before they get on that plane ... and quarantine when they arrive
in America”.
The US president also plans to re-engage with the World Health Organization, a
reversal from the Trump administration’s move to cut ties during the pandemic and
the new president is also starting a White House Covid-19 response team.
Anthony Fauci, the key public health official dealing with the pandemic for the Trump
administration and now for Biden’s, made a speech to the World Health Organization
pre-dawn on Thursday after being chosen to head the US delegation to the global
health group in one of the first acts of the Biden presidency.
Fauci said letters had been delivered to the group to formally retract the process of
US withdrawal from the WHO that Trump had announced last May after declaring it
was too “China-centric” and disproportionately funded by the US to no benefit.
“I am honored to announce the US will remain a member of the WHO. The US also
intends to fulfill its financial obligations to the organization,” Fauci said.
In a TV interview on Thursday morning, Fauci said “it was really a very good day”
as the US recommitted to the WHO, disengagement from which, he said, other
countries and health officials in the US alike had found “very disconcerting”.
He said he was “fairly confident” that the US could reach its 100-day vaccinations
goal.
The Biden administration plans to partner with states and local governments to set up
community vaccination centers at stadiums, gymnasiums and conference centers.
The president called the Trump White House’s vaccine distribution and
administration plan “a dismal failure” after the federal government badly missed its
own stated goal to vaccinate 20m Americans by the end of 2020. It reached only
about 10% of its goal.
The Trump administration’s vaccine distribution plan was “nonexistent”, forcing
Biden’s nascent administration to start ‘from scratch, according to a report from
CNN citing unnamed sources.

The administration will staff new sites with personnel from federal agencies as well as
first responders and medical personnel serving in the military.
The government also plans to partner with federally qualified health centers to help
reach under-served communities to distribute vaccines and mobile clinics will also be
set up.
In order to further distribute vaccine doses, the Biden administration plans to
discontinue the Trump administration’s policy of “holding back significant levels of
doses”. More states will also be urged by the Biden administration to encourage
vaccinations.
Biden issued an executive order setting up a Covid-19 pandemic testing board. The
idea is for the board to offer a “clear, unified approach to testing”, according to
Biden administration officials.
And Biden signed another executive order to make testing for the virus free for
Americans who don’t have health coverage and offer ways some of the most
vulnerable Americans can get help.
Another executive order requires people to wear a mask on trains, airplanes and
maritime vessels.
Biden also plans to use the FEMA disaster relief fund for providing reimbursement
for personal protective equipment (PPE), cleaning and costs needed to safely reopen
schools.
The Biden administration is also looking to fix supply shortfalls and will require
federal agencies to use the Defense Production Act.
The Trump administration did not fully coordinate with the Biden transition team.
Biden will restore a White House team on global health risks set up under Barack
Obama and dismantled under Trump. The executive orders aim to help people of
color in particular. One will set up the Covid-19 health equity taskforce.
Biden will issue an order to develop a national strategy to reopen schools, hoping to
meet his goal of having most elementary and middle schools open within his first 100
days in office and will ask Congress to provide $130bn additional aid to schools,
$35bn for colleges and universities, $25bn for child care centers at risk of closing and
$15bn in child care aid for struggling families.

'This is a wartime undertaking': Biden signs 10 orders aimed at COVID-19 on first
full day in White House

Joey Garrison, USA TODAY 12 mins ago

What's in Joe Biden's Mask Executive Orders for U.S. Travel, Federal Property?

WV Governor Justice reacts to President Biden taking office
'This is a wartime undertaking': Biden signs 10 orders aimed at COVID-19 on
first full day in White House

WASHINGTON – President Joe Biden on Thursday unveiled his administration's
strategy to defeat the COVID-19 pandemic, signing 10 executive orders and other
directives to jump-start the expansive effort.
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After 15 Day One executive orders Wednesday that spanned a variety of subjects,
Biden used his first full day in office to require masks in most planes, trains and
airports, order a national strategy to reopen schools and create a "testing board" to
expand testing for the virus, all via executive action.

© Chip Somodevilla, Getty Images Joe Biden signs a series of executive orders in the
Oval Office hours after his inauguration on Jan. 20 as the 46th president of the
United States.
Declaring "this is a wartime undertaking," the president invoked the Defense
Production Act to boost coronavirus testing and vaccination supplies, among a range
of other orders and directives.
Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning.
Each is a plank in Biden's 198-page plan to fight the COVID-19 pandemic – dubbed
the National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness. More

than 408,000 people have died and 24.5 million have been infected by the virus in the
USA.
"Let me be very clear," Biden said, giving his first address on the pandemic since he
took office. "Things are going to continue to get worse before they get better. The
death toll will likely top 500,000 next month. The cases will continue to mount.
"But let me be equally clear: We will get through this. We will defeat this pandemic.
And to a nation waiting for action, let me be clearest on this point: Help is on the
way."
The White House billed the strategy as a national approach to combat the virus after
President Donald Trump left states in charge of administering vaccines and
purchasing protective equipment for health care workers.
Biden executive orders: Joe Biden rejoins Paris Agreement, requires masks on federal
property in swift Day 1 directives
Senate: Democrats officially take control of Senate after Harris swears in Ossoff,
Warnock and Padilla
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"For almost a year now, Americans could not look to the federal government for any
strategy, let alone a comprehensive approach to respond to COVID," said Jeff Zients,
Biden's White House coronavirus response coordinator. "And we've seen the tragic
costs of that failure. As President Biden steps into office, that all changes."

Zients called the plan the "culmination of months of efforts" from Biden's team to
create a strategy that will "fundamentally change the course of this pandemic,"
adding that the strategy is driven by "science, data and public health," not politics.
"This is a national emergency, and we need to treat it accordingly. Defeating the
virus requires a coordinated nationwide effort," he said.
The White House acknowledged several priorities are contingent on passage of
Biden's $1.9 trillion COVID-19 relief package that the administration wants Congress
to pass quickly.
Biden inauguration: With plain language and open emotion, Biden urges shaken
nation to regain its footing in wake of divisive president
Biden challenged all Americans to "mask up" for the next 100 days. He has a goal to
administer 100 million vaccines during his first 100 days. He laid out four priorities
to do so in a plan introduced last week: allow more people to be vaccinated; create
more places for people to get vaccinated; mobilize more medical teams; and increase
supply.
"We'll move heaven and heath to get more people vaccinated for free," Biden said,
calling it "one of the greatest operational challenges that our nation has ever
undertaken."
Biden signed three orders Wednesday focused on the pandemic: the creation of a
COVID-19 coordinator who reports directly to the president, ending the withdrawal
from the World Health Organization and requiring masks and social distancing
guidelines on federal property.
Senate: Democrats take control of Senate after Harris swears in Ossoff, Warnock and
Padilla
Orders and directives signed Thursday do the following:
1. Direct federal agencies to exercise all appropriate authorities, including invoking
the Defense Production Act, to accelerate manufacturing and delivery to meet
shortfalls in equipment and supplies to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic.
2. Establish the COVID-19 Pandemic Testing Board to bring the "full force of the
federal government’s expertise" to expanding testing supply and increasing access to
testing. The order directs federal agencies to facilitate testing free for those who lack
health insurance and to clarify insurers’ obligation to cover testing.
3. Direct new studies – including large-scale randomized trials – to identify
treatments for COVID-19 with a focus on addressing the needs of diverse populations.
The order will direct federal agencies to expand their data infrastructure to increase
the collection and sharing of data to support an equitable COVID-19 response and
recovery.
4. Direct "a national strategy for safely reopening schools," including requiring the
Education and Health and Human Services departments to provide guidance on the
safe reopening and operating of schools, child care providers and higher education
institutions.
5. Require masks be worn in airports and certain modes of transportation such as
planes, trains, maritime vessels and intercity buses.
6. Establish a COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force to provide recommendations to
the president for allocating resources and funding in communities with inequities in
COVID-19 outcomes by race, ethnicity, disability and other considerations.
7. Restore full federal reimbursement to states and tribes – up from 75% – for
National Guard personnel and emergency supplies, as well as equipment and
manpower for vaccination centers.

8. Direct the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to issue updated
guidance on COVID-19 worker protections.
9. Improve access to COVID-19 care and treatment. That includes outlining steps to
bolster clinical care capacity, assist long-term care facilities and facilities for people
with disabilities, increase health care workforce capacity and support access to
COVID-19 therapies for the uninsured.
10. Direct the restoration of America's leadership globally to support the
"international pandemic response effort." The directive supports the international
health and humanitarian response to the COVID-19 pandemic

